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Higgs particle’s favorite ‘daughter’ comes home

Perry explores history of the black national anthem in ‘May We Forever Stand’

‘Barbarians’ book connects ancient clues to give voice to silent cultures

Ant-y social: Successful ant colonies hint at how societies evolve
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How rabies virus moves through nerve cells, and how it might be stopped 

Militant groups influenced local politics during conflict in Colombia

The spotlight of attention is more like a strobe, say researchers 

A valley so low: Electrons congregate in ways that may be useful to “valleytronics” 

Militarization of police fails to enhance safety, may harm police reputation
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Diving robots find that Antarctic seas release surprising amounts of carbon dioxide
in winter

How we explain the behavior of others depends on our beliefs about their ‘true
selves’

Princeton in Space: IS�IS launch lights up the sky

Foam could offer greener option for petroleum drillers

From ‘sea of mutations,’ two possible cancer links rise to the surface
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Data tools give microscopes unprecedented views of living and physical systems

Modern Flores Island pygmies show no genetic link to extinct ‘hobbits’

New tool helps users control which countries their internet traffic goes through

Events
Free and open to the public

University Constitution Day Lecture
Constituting Justice: Ida B. Wells’s Anti-

Lynching Campaign”
Speaker: Desmond Jagmohan,

Department of Politics
September 12

4:30 p.m.
Princeton University Robertson Hall,

Arthur Lewis Auditorium

Maker Fair
“Using your sense makes sense” is a

collection of student projects curated by
The StudioLab, a creative tech lab at

Princeton University. This theme explores
projects that use the five senses.

September 23
All day

Princeton University Fine Hall, Room B28

Princeton University Research Newsletter is compiled by

the Office of the Dean for Research. Contact us at dfr@princeton.edu.
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